2 S.3 prohibits paramilitary training ___
4 Said by voters in favor
6 Used to sign a bill
8 S.5 targets clean ___ to address climate change
9 Governor’s rejection of a bill
11 Governor who drives a race car
13 S.39 tried to increase future legislators’ ___
15 Senate may vote to ___ Franklin County Sheriff
17 Pool of money allocated for a specific purpose
20 To try to influence the votes of legislators
23 EV drivers don’t pay this tax
24 Color of House Chamber furnishings
26 Sworn by legislators on January 4th
27 Motel dwellers’ tickets
31 Correctional facility
32 To dissolve a fire district, modify a town’s ___
33 S.36 addressed ___ on health care workers
34 H.217 improves pay for child ___ workers
37 Amendment to US constitution mentions “arms”
39 H.222 works on preventing ___ overdoses
42 S.37 allows medication abortion, packaged this way
43 Branch of state government led by a Republican
44 Legislative move to cancel a veto
45 Formal dialogue in the House or Senate chamber
46 FY24 ___ no longer offers $10K to woo workers to VT
47 S.100 imposes higher density on ___ zoning regulations

Across

1 Small wooden mallet used to maintain order
3 115 State St is address of the so-called “___’s House”
5 State Motto: Freedom and ___
7 Pandemic that started in 2019
8 Demand exceeds its supply nationwide
10 Resource(s) that an applicant contributes to get a grant
12 Monetary award without interest or repayment
14 S.25 bans uses of this “forever chemical” family
16 H.165 pays for daily ___ for every schoolchild
18 Quintessential agricultural industry
19 July’s catastrophic event
21 H.158 proposed an expansion of the ___ bill
22 H.230 addresses gun safety / ___ prevention
25 Lt. Governor who farms
27 H.236: youth ages 16+ may ___ in city elections
28 ___ maintenance keeps traffic flowing or halts it!
29 S.37 provides a legal ___ for health care workers when non-residents receive reproductive care here
30 Type of tree yielding sweet agricultural output
35 Popular bills may have ___-partisan support
36 S.190 allows terminally ill non-residents to ___ here, when assisted by a doctor.
38 Number of nations mentioned in the Pledge
40 State House dome color
41 Speaker of the House Krowinski
42 President Pro Tempore of the Senate Baruth

Down

1 Small wooden mallet used to maintain order
3 115 State St is address of the so-called “___’s House”
5 State Motto: Freedom and ___
7 Pandemic that started in 2019
8 Demand exceeds its supply nationwide
10 Resource(s) that an applicant contributes to get a grant
12 Monetary award without interest or repayment
14 S.25 bans uses of this “forever chemical” family
16 H.165 pays for daily ___ for every schoolchild
18 Quintessential agricultural industry
19 July’s catastrophic event
21 H.158 proposed an expansion of the ___ bill
22 H.230 addresses gun safety / ___ prevention
25 Lt. Governor who farms
27 H.236: youth ages 16+ may ___ in city elections
28 ___ maintenance keeps traffic flowing or halts it!
29 S.37 provides a legal ___ for health care workers when non-residents receive reproductive care here
30 Type of tree yielding sweet agricultural output
35 Popular bills may have ___-partisan support
36 S.190 allows terminally ill non-residents to ___ here, when assisted by a doctor.
38 Number of nations mentioned in the Pledge
40 State House dome color
41 Speaker of the House Krowinski
42 President Pro Tempore of the Senate Baruth